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I. Introduction. A finite (open) Riemann surface R is a connected open proper

subset of some compact Riemann surface X such that the boundary 8R of 7? is also

the boundary of its closure R and is the union of finitely many disjoint simple

closed analytic curves I\,..., Tk. It is clear that 7? inherits a conformai structure

from X. Let Dx,..., Dk be disjoint closed circular discs and identify the boundary

of Dt with r,, for 1 ̂ i^k. Then R u Dx u- • -u Dk is a compact orientable

surface 7?! which has a certain genus g. (Topologically, Rx is a sphere with g

handles.) This integer g is defined to be the genus of R.

The class of all continuous complex functions on 7? which are holomorphic in R

will be denoted by A{R).

For example, every bounded plane region 7? whose boundary consists of k

disjoint simple closed analytic curves is a finite Riemann surface of genus 0, by

virtue of its natural embedding in the Riemann sphere S. If R is the open unit disc,

then ,4(7?) is what is usually called the disc algebra.

An inner function in A{R) is, by definition, a member of ,4(7?) whose absolute

value is 1 at every point of dR.

This paper deals with the following question, 0(7?), which may be asked about

any finite Riemann surface 7?.

ß(7?). Does A{R) contain an unramified separating pair of inner functions!

More explicitly, 0(7?) asks whether ,4(7?) contains two functions F and G such

that

(i) \F{p)\ = \G{p)\ = l at every pe8R,

(ii) the pair F, G separates points on the closure 7? of 7?, and

(iii) every point of 7? has a neighborhood in which at least one of the functions

F, G is one-to-one.

Our question has the following background. If such a pair F, G exists, then

p -> {F{p), G{p)) embeds 7? as an analytic submanifold V of the unit polydisc

U2 of C2 (the space of 2 complex variables) and dR is carried homeomorphically
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into the torus F2, the distinguished boundary of U2. Under these conditions,

Stout [8] has shown that every fie A(R), when transferred to V, can be extended

to a uniformly continuous holomorphic function in U2. This in turn implies

that the Banach algebra A(R) is doubly generated whenever the answer to Q(R) is

affirmative.

We shall see that Q(R) has an affirmative answer for some surfaces R, but that

there are many cases where the answer is negative. (Stout [8] showed that A(R)

always contains a triple with the desired properties.) Whether A(R) is always

doubly generated is still an open question [3, p. 347].

Here is one of our principal results; it will be proved in §IV.

Theorem A. If R is a finite Riemann surface of genus g whose boundary consists

of disjoint curves Tlt..., Tk, and if A(R) contains an unramified separating pair of

inner functions F and G, then there exist positive integers s and t such that

(a) F has multiplicity s on each r¡ and G has multiplicity t on each Th

(b) s and t are relatively prime, and

(c) (sk-l)(tk-l)-(k-l) = 2g.

A more explicit statement of (a) is that to every complex number A with | A| = 1

there correspond s points p on each r¡ at which F(p) = X, and similarly for G and /.

Conclusions (b) and (c) show that an affirmative answer to Q(R) imposes rather

severe restrictions on the topology of R. Let us discuss these briefly.

(Al) If the answer to Q(R) ¡s affirmative, then (c) implies that k divides 2g — 2

and that (k— l)(k — 2)S2g, since the left side of (c) attains its minimum (for given

g, k) when s=t=l. In particular, to each g there correspond only finitely many

values of k for which (c) can hold. But even if (c) can be satisfied by integers s, t,

there may not exist a relatively prime solution. For example, if g=23 and k = 4,

then (c) holds with s = t = 2, and this is the only solution; thus the answer to Q(R)

is negative.

(A2) If g=0 (in which case R is conformally equivalent to a plane region) and if

(c) holds, then k= 1 or A: = 2, by (Al). Thus,

IfR is aplane region (bounded by finitely many analytic curves) which is not con-

formally equivalent to the unit disc or to an annulus, then A(R) contains no un-

ramified separating pair of inner functions.

(A3) If g=0 and k=l, then (c) becomes (i-l)(/-l) = 0, so either s=l or /=1.

Thus,

If two finite Blaschke products separate points on the closed unit disc U and if their

derivatives have no common zero in U, then one of them must be one-to-one.

(A4) If g=0 and k = 2 (the case of an annulus) then (c) becomes (2s- l)(2t- 1)

= 1, hence s = t= 1. So if F, G is an unramified separating pair of inner functions

on an annulus R, each must have multiplicity 1 on each boundary curve, hence

each has multiplicity 2 on R. Such pairs do exist. They are all described in §V.
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(A5) For g= 1, 2, 3, the following table exhibits all solutions of (c) (with s St, to

avoid duplication) :

g

k

s

t

1 1 1

1 2 3

2 1 1

3 2 1

2 2 2

1 1 2

2 3 1

5 3 3

3 3 3 3

112 4

2 3 11

7   4   4    1

Note that one of these violates (b).

(A6) If k = 1 or 2, then no matter what g is, one can find s and z so that (b) and (c)

hold: If k=l, take i=2, t=l+2g. If k = 2, take s=l, t=l+g.

Theorem A has a partial converse (also proved in §IV):

Theorem B. Ifig, k, s, t are positive integers which satisfy conditions (b) and (c) of

Theorem A then there is a finite Riemann surface R of genus g, bounded by k curves,

such that A{R) contains an unramified separating pair of inner functions F and G

which satisfies condition (a) of Theorem A.

However, there do exist surfaces 7? whose conformai structure is such that the

answer to g(7?) is negative although the topological conditions imposed by

Theorem A are satisfied. In §V there are two examples of this, one with g= 1 and

k = 2, the other with g = 2 and k=l.

That these two examples are, in a sense, minimal is shown by the next theorem

which is the only one I have found (for g>0) in which topological information

about 7? is enough to gurantee an affirmative answer to ß(7?).

Theorem C. If a finite Riemann surface R has g= 1 and k=l {i.e., if R is a torus

with one hole) then the answer to Q{R) is affirmative.

Every finite Riemann surface 7? can be embedded in its "double" R; this is a

compact Riemann surface which consists essentially of two copies of 7?. For the

details of this construction, see [2, pp. 581-2] or [7, p. 217]. If 7? has genus g and k

boundary components one verifies easily (by thinking of spheres with handles and

holes) that the genus of 7? is 2g + k— 1. In the situation of Theorem C, the genus of

7? is therefore 2. It is known [2, p. 577], [7, p. 294] that every compact Riemann

surface of genus 2 is hyperelliptic, i.e. that it carries a meromorphic function of

multiplicity 2. Thus Theorem C is a special case of the following result (proved in

§IV).

Theorem D. If the boundary of a finite Riemann surface is connected {i.e., k—l)

and if the double of R is hyperelliptic, then the answer to Q(R) is affirmative.

Conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem A come from a purely topological fact which

is proved in §11. The result of §111 (dealing with unramified separating pairs of
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meromorphic fonctions on compact Riemann surfaces) will be applied to the double

of R in the proof of Theorem A.

II. Homeomorphisms into a torus. In this section, h will be a homeomorphism

of a simple closed curve into the torus T2. It will be convenient to regard h as a

continuous mapping of the real line into T2 such that h(xx) = h(x2) if and only if

xx — x2 is an integer. With such an h are associated two real continuous functions

a and ß such that

h(x) = (e2ni^x\e2"mx))       (-00 < x < oo)

and two integers

S(h) = a(l)-a(0), t(h) = ß(l)-ß(0);

these are the winding numbers of the components of h.

Theorem, (a) If h is a homeomorphism of a simple closed curve into T2 then

either

if) s(h) = t(h)=0, or

(ii) s(h) and t(h) are relatively prime,

(b) If hx and h2 are homeomorphisms of a simple closed curve into T2 whose

ranges do not intersect, and if both satisfy (ii), then there exists r¡= ± 1 such that

s(hx) = r)s(h2)   and   t(hx) = r¡t(h2).

Proof, (a) Put s=s(h), t = t(h), assume that (i) does not hold, and let d be the

greatest common divisor of i and /. For — oo < x < oo, let y(x) be the point (a(x),ß(x))

in the plane. Let A be the distance between the points A'=y{0) and A"=y(l). Since

(i) does not hold, A > 0. We now appeal to a theorem of Paul Levy [6] and Heinz

Hopf [5] which asserts that every plane continuum which contains A' and A"

also contains points B' and B" such that the chord B'B" is parallel to A'A" and the

distance between B' and B" is A/d. (This depends on the fact that d is a positive

integer^ Applying this to the continuum y([0, 1]), we see that there are points x'

and x" on [0, 1] with y(x') = B', y(x") = B". It follows that

a(x")-a(x') = S/d, ß(x")-ß(x') = t/d

These differences are integers. Hence h(x')=h(x"), which implies that {x', x"}

={0, 1}, since h identifies no other pair of points of [0, 1]. Thus {B', B"} = {A', A"},

so that d= 1. This proves (a).

Now suppose hx and h2 are as in (b). Associate y¡ with ht (i=l, 2) as above.

Each yf is a periodic curve, in the sense that

yi(x+l)-yt(x) = yi(l)-y,(0)       (-oo < x < oo).

Note that yi(l)¥=y¡(0). Let F, be the line through the points y¡(0) and y¡(l). The

range of y¡ intersects L, at infinitely many equally spaced points and lies within a

strip bounded by two lines parallel to F¡. If Fi and L2 were not parallel, the ranges
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of yx and y2 would therefore intersect. But then the same would be true of hx

and «2, contrary to our hypothesis. So Lx and L2 are parallel. By elementary

analytic geometry this means that s(hx)t(h2)=s(h2)t(hx) and since both hx and «2

satisfy conclusion (ii) of part (a), the proof of (b) is complete^2)

III. A theorem about compact surfaces. We begin this section with a brief

summary of some well-known facts (see [7], for instance) about nonconstant

meromorphic functions / on a compact Riemann surface X. Every such / has at

most finitely many ramification points; these are points of X which have no neigh-

borhood in which / is one-to-one. To each ramification point p there corresponds

an integer r=r(p)>l with the following property: Every neighborhood of p

contains a neighborhood V of p such that/is precisely r-to-1 in V—{/?}. At such a

point, f-f(p) has a zero of order r iff(p) + oo ; iff(p) = co, / has a pole of order r

at p. With/there is associated an integer n, the so-called multiplicity off. It has the

property that if z is any point of the Riemann sphere S which is not the image of a

ramification point off, then/_1(z) consists of« distinct points of X.

A simple counting argument [2, p. 511], [4, p. 143] based on triangulations of X

and S and on the fact that the Euler characteristic of a compact orientable surface

of genus g is 2 — 2g leads to the formula

2(zz+g-l) = 2(r(/z)-l)

where « is the multiplicity off, g is the genus of X, and the sum (which will be

called the total ramification off) is extended over all ramification points p off.

This "ramification formula" will be used several times in the sequel.

The theorem which follows(3) may be regarded as dealing with the possible

embeddings of a compact Riemann surface as an analytic submanifold of Sx S.

Theorem. If Fand G are meromorphic functions on a compact Riemann surface X,

such that

(i) the pair F, G separates points on X,

(ii) F and G have no ramification point in common,

and ifin and m are the multiplicities of F and G, respectively, then the genus of X is

(n-l)(m-l).

Proof. Let E be the set of ramification points of F. Since F~ 1(F(E)) is a finite set,

there is a complex number A such that G_1(A) contains no ramification point of G

and no point of F~1(F(E)). Replacing G by 1/(G-A) we may therefore add the

following to our hypotheses, without loss of generality.

(2) The referee has pointed out that this can also be proved by the methods of algebraic

topology.

(3) Although (as was pointed out to me after completion of the present paper) this is

contained in a theorem about algebraic curves stated on p. 385 of Hensel and Landsberg's

book Theorie der algebraischen Funktionen einer Variabein (1902), it seems worthwhile to

include the following proof since it is self-contained and quite elementary.
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G has m simple poles, at points px,.. .,pm- IfP = {px,. ■ -,pm}, then F(P)and F(E)

are (obviously finite) disjoint subsets of S.

Note also that G identifies the points of F, so that F separates them, i.e. F(P)

consists of zzz distinct points.

If ze S—F(E) then F'1(z) consists of zz distinct points, say ax(z),..., an(z). For

such z, define

D(z)=     F]     [G(ai(z))-G(a](z))f.
lS¡<;'gn

D is evidently holomorphic in S—(F(E) u F(P)). Each factor of the product is

bounded in the complement of any neighborhood of F(P), and is bounded away

from O in the complement of any neighborhood of F(E) since G separates points

which are identified by F. Hence D extends to a function which is holomorphic in

S—F(P) and whose zeros lie in F(E).

Now consider a point pk, one of the poles of G. Since Fis unramified atpk there

are neighborhoods V of pk and W of zk = F(pk) such that F is a homeomorphism

of F onto W. For ze W, define ax(z) e V so that F(ax(z)) = z, and form the product

<D(z) = F] [G(ax(z)) - G(ai(z))]2       (z e W).
1 = 2

Both <t>/D and D/<I> are bounded in some neighborhood of zk; so are

G(«2(z)),...,G(«n(z));

since G has a pole of order 1 at ax(zk) and since ax is one-to-one in W, it follows that

<5 (and hence F)) has a pole of order 2(zz- 1) at zk. The same is true at every point

of F{P).
Thus D is a rational function on S, with a total of 2m{n — 1) poles, if they are

counted according to their orders. Hence D has 2m(n— 1) zeros on 5e. We saw

earlier that these lie in F(E).

Fix a point £ e F(E). Then F" 1(i) consists of fewer than zz points xk. There are

simply connected neighborhoods W of £, Vk of xk, and positive integers rk = r(xk)

such that (1) F(Vk)= W, (2) the Vk are pairwise disjoint, (3) Fis an rk-to-l map of

Fjc-{xk} onto W-{£}, and (4) G is one-to-one in Vkif rk>l.

Note that (4) depends on the hypothesis that F and G have no common rami-

fication point.

Choose one xk for which r=r(xk)> 1. For z e IF-{£} let ax(z),..., ar(z) be the

distinct points of F~ l(z) in Vk, and define

TO«     El     [G(cci(z))-G(aj(z))]2.

IFe c/az'zzz that Yk has a zero of order r-l att,.

Once this is established, the proof is easily completed. Since G separates the

points of F_1(0 it follows that D has a zero at £ of order 2 (f(xk)-1). the sum
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being extended over all xke F \l). The total ramification of F is therefore equal

to the total number of zeros of D; the latter is 2m(n-1), as noted earlier. Hence

2«z(«-l) = 2(g+«-l)

where g is the genus of X. Thus g = (m — l)(n — 1) as asserted by the theorem.

We return to Yfc. To simplify the writing, assume £=0, G(xfc)=0. Then F has a

zero of order r > 1 at xk. Our choice of Vk was made so that G is one-to-one in Vk.

Hence G has a zero of order 1 at xk, so Gr/Fis holomorphic and ^0 in Vk, and there

is a function 77, holomorphic and / 0 in some neighborhood of 0 in the complex

plane such that

F(p) = [G(p)H(G(p))Y       (PeVk).

Put G(p) = G(p)H(G(p)). For ze W-{Q, the numbers (¡(afe)) are the distinct rth

roots of z = F(p), for 1 úifkr. Let r¡ be a primitive rth root of 1, choose w so that

wr = z. Then o(ai(z))=7¡i-w (except, perhaps, for a permutation of the subscripts),

so that

f7 [G(ai(z))-G(ai(z))]2 =     H (rfW-^w)2
lSi<íar lí(<¿Sn

= «/(>■-I'   FT   Z^*_r,A2 = r  7'-1w (V-V)2 = crf-
l%i<j%r

where cr/0. Since G(ai(z))/G(ai(z)) -> 77(0)^0 as z -* 0, it follows that Y^/z"-1

has a finite nonzero limit as z -> 0. This completes the proof.

Examples 2 and 4 in §V are relevant to this theorem.

IV. Proofs of main results.

Proof of Theorem A. We are given a finite Riemann surface 7?, bounded by

disjoint curves Fl5..., Vk, and an unramified separating pair of inner functions F

and G in ,4(7?). Let h¡ be the homeomorphism of r¡ into T2 given by

hi(p) = (F(p),G(p))      f>er„lSi£*)

and put Si=s(hi), Zi = Z(«j), in the notation of §11.

Since inner functions in ,4(7?) are unramified at every point of 37? (see [8, p. 367],

for instance), we have s¡^0, Z¡/0. The homeomorphisms «¡ have disjoint ranges in

T2, since the pair F, G separates points on 37?. We now conclude from the Theorem

of §11 that there are relatively prime integers s and Z such that s=\s¡\ and t=\t¡\

for 1 ̂ i^k. This implies parts (a) and (b) of Theorem A.

Now extend 7? to its double 7?. Since \F\ = |G| = 1 on dR, the reflection principle

furnishes meromorphic extensions Fand G, defined on 7?. These satisfy the hypoth-

eses of the theorem of §111. Let n and m be the multiplicities of F and (¡. Note

that \F\ = \F\<I in 7?, |F| = \F\ = 1 on dR, and |F| > 1 on the rest of 7?. Considering

F_1(A), for A with |A| = 1, it therefore follows that n=ks. Similarly, m=kt. The

genus of 7? is 2g+k— I. Hence §111 gives

(izc-l)(zzc-l) = 2g+k-l,

which concludes Theorem A.
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Proof of Theorem B. We are given positive integers g, k, s, t such that s and /

are relatively prime, and

(sk-l)(tk-l)-(k-l) = 2g.

Put n = sk, m = tk, choose distinct complex numbers ax,.. .,am so that 0< \a}\ < 1,

and consider the irreducible polynomial

m m

p(z, w) = wn n (i -***)- n o**-*)-
Z=l i=l

Let Tbe the set of all (z0, w0) e C2 at which P(z0, w0)=0. If w0^0, then dP/8w=0

on T; if w0 = 0, then dP/dz + 0 since the af are distinct. It follows (by the implicit

function theorem) that every point of Y has a neighborhood (relative to Y) in

which at least one of the projections (z, w) -> z or (z, h>) ->- w is one-to-one.

If z,¿0 and w^O, then (z, w) 6 T if and only if (1/z, 1/iv) e Y. This symmetry

property shows that the closure of Tin 5 x S (the cartesian product of two Riemann

spheres) is a compact Riemann surface X on which z and w are meromorphic

functions which separate points and have no common ramification point. Since z has

multiplicity n and w has multiplicity m, we see from §111 (or by checking directly

that the total ramification of z on X is 2m(n — 1)) that the genus of X is g(X)

= {m-l){n-l).

Let R be that subset of X on which |z| < 1. That R is connected is easily seen by

examining a neighborhood of the point where z=ax, w=0. Thus R is a Riemann

surface, and the above-mentioned symmetry property shows that X is the double

of R. Furthermore, |w|<l in R, and |w| = |z| = l on 8R. Thus z and w form an

unramified separating pair of inner functions in A(R).

It remains to be proved that R has the required topological properties. For this

we appeal to §11. Since p -*■ (z(p), w(p)) is a homeomorphism of 8R into F2, and

since z and w have multiplicities n and m, respectively, on BR, it follows from §11

that the number of components of dR must be the greatest common divisor of m

and n, and this is our prescribed k. Finally, we compute the genus g{R) from g(X),

using the fact that X is the double of R:

(m-l)(n-l) = g(X) = 2g(R)+k-l,

which gives g(R)=g, as claimed.

Proof of Theorem D. We are given a finite Riemann surface R, bounded by a

single simple closed curve T, whose double R is hyperelliptic. We have to prove that

A(R) contains an unramified separating pair of inner functions.

To do this it is enough to exhibit one meromorphic function F on R, of multi-

plicity 2, such that |F| < 1 in R and |F| = 1 on T. For ifpx,..., pm are the ramifica-

tion points of F in R, the numbers at = F(pt) are distinct, and there is a second
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meromorphic function G on 7? such that

m       r-

g2-Ut^t-t=i l-«iF

The restrictions of F and G to 7? furnish the desired pair of inner functions.

If 7? is (conformally equivalent to) the unit disc, the theorem is trivial. So let us

assume that 7? has positive genus.

By definition of "hyperelliptic" there is a meromorphic function </> on 7?, of

multiplicity 2. Let Xx, A2, A3 be distinct numbers in </>(T), let L be the linear fractional

transformation which carries {A1; A2, A3} to {— 1, 0, 1}, and put/=L o </>. Then/has

multiplicity 2, and I claim that the imaginary part off has one sign in all ofiR and the

opposite sign in R — (R u Y).

Once this is established, the proof is completed by setting F={f-a)/{f+a),

a = i or a = — i.

Every p e R has a conjugate point p e R, since R is the double of 7? (see [7,

p. 217]). The relation p=p holds if and only if p e T. Define/ on R by fx(p) =f(p).

Then/ is meromorphic on 7?, and since its multiplicity is also 2, a simple argument

(which may be found in [1, p. 51]) shows that/ = A of where A is a linear frac-

tional transformation. Since/=/on Y, we see that A has 3 fixed points, namely

— 1,0, 1, so that A is the identity. Thus/ =/, and therefore/satisfies the symmetry

relation

f(P)=f(p)    (pzR)-

In particular, / is real on V, except that it may have poles there.

Since 7? is connected, it is now enough to show thatf(p) cannot be real ifp e R — Y.

It is here that the proof will use the assumption that 7? has positive genus. To see

that this is needed consider the function f(z)=z2 on the Riemann sphere in place

of R, with the real axis in the role of T.

Being the double of a surface of positive genus, 7? has genus at least 2. The rami-

fication formula therefore shows that /has at least 6 ramification points. These

cannot all be on Y since the restriction off to T has a local maximum or minimum

at every ramification point on Y and there cannot be 6 of these if/is at most

2-to-l on T. So/has a ramification pointpQ xf Y. Then/30^/z0; since/is ramified at

Po and the multiplicity off is only 2, we must have fi(po):réfi(Po)- Thus fi(p0) is not

real, f(p0) ¿co.

Assume now, to arrive at a contradiction, that there is a real number x and a

point p e R — Y such that f(p)=x. Then p and p lie in different components of

7? —T, and f(p)=x. Let y be the straight line interval with end points at x and

fi(Po). Then y does not intersect/(r), and/_1(y) is the union of two arcs yx and y2

in 7?, one from p to p0, the other from p to p0. But then yx u y2 connects p and p

within 7?-F, and this is impossible.

This completes Theorem D. As noted in the Introduction, Theorem C is a

consequence of D.
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V. Examples.

Example 1. The case of an annulus. Fix r so that 0<r< 1, let R be the annulus

consisting of all complex z such that r< \z\ < l/r. As noted in (A4) we need only

consider those inner functions fie A(R) which are one-to-one on each boundary

curve and which therefore have multiplicity 2 in R.

Given such an / associate to each ze R the other point </<(z) of R at which

f(</j(z))=z. Then 0 is a conformai map of R onto R which interchanges the two

boundary components. Hence there is a complex number a, |a| = l, Such that

ifj(z) = a/z. The ramification off occurs at the two square roots of a, and the zeros Xx

and A2 off (which determine/up to a multiplicative constant of absolute value 1)

satisfy the relation A1A2 = a.

Conversely, if Xx e R, X2e R, and \XXX2\ = 1, let G(z, A¡) be the Green's function

of R with pole at A¡, and consider the function

u(z) = G(z,Xx) + G(z,X2)       (zeR).

The normal derivative of u satisfies

where Tx is either of the two boundary curves and h is the harmonic function in R

which is 1 on Tx and 0 on the other boundary curve. Since \XXX2\ = 1 one computes

easily that h(Xx) + h(X2) = 1, an integer, which implies that u has a single-valued

harmonic conjugate v in R. Setting/=exp (—u — iv) we obtain an inner function

of the required kind, with zeros at Xx and A2.

This information tells us that every unramified separating pair of inner functions

in A(R) is obtained in the following way (except for multiplication by constants of

absolute value 1):

Choose Xx, X2, X3, A4 in R such that

jA^A2j = |A3A4| = 1    but   XXX2 ̂ A3A4,

and use the above construction to get anfx with zeros at Xx, X2 and anf2 with zeros at

X3, A4.

Example 2. The case g= 1, k=2. We shall construct a finite Riemann surface R

with g= 1, k = 2, for which the answer to Q(R) is negative.

Consider 3 copies of the z-plane (more precisely, the Riemann sphere), slit along

the straight line intervals from z¡ to z¡, z'= 1, 2, 3, where zx, z2, z3 are points in the

(open) upper half-plane whose real parts are all different. At the first slit connect the

3 sheets so that (traveling from left to right along the real axis) you go from sheet 1

to 2, from 2 to 3, from 3 to 1. Do the same at the second slit. At the third, connect

1 to 2, 2 to 1, 3 to 3.

The result is a compact Riemann surface X on which z is a meromorphic function

of multiplicity 3. There are 4 ramification points p with r(p) = 3 and 2 with r(p) = 2.
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Thus the total ramification of z is 10, and the ramification formula tells us that X

has genus 3.

We now need the following fact [2, p. 578] : If a hyperelliptic compact Riemann

surface carries a meromorphic function whose multiplicity is not larger than the

genus of the surface, then this multiplicity must be even.

Since z has multiplicity 3, it follows that our X is not hyperelliptic.

Now let R be the part of X which z projects onto the (open) lower half-plane. The

symmetry of X relative to the real axis makes it evident that X is the double of R.

Examination of the slits shows that the boundary of R has two components (i.e.,

k=2) and since g(X) = 2g(R) + k — 1 we see that R has genus 1.

If F and G were an unramified separating pair of inner functions in A(R) they

would extend (by the reflection principle) to meromorphic functions on X which

would satisfy the hypotheses of §111. Their multiplicities zzz and n would therefore

have to satisfy the relation (m—l)(n—l) = 3, so thatm = 2, n=4(or vice versa). But

zn = 2 is impossible since X is not hyperelliptic.

Example 3. The case g=2, k=l. We construct X as in Example 2, except that

we add a fourth vertical slit, bisected by the real axis, along which we connect

sheet 1 to 2, 2 to 1, 3 to 3. Again, z is a meromorphic function on X, of multiplicity

3 ; the total ramification of z is now 12, and the genus of X is therefore 4. The reason-

ing used in Example 2 shows again that Xis not hyperelliptic. Also, A'is the double

of the part R of X on which the imaginary part of z is negative. Inspection shows

that the boundary of R is now connected (i.e., k = 1); therefore R has genus 2.

If F and G were an unramified separating pair of inner functions in A(R),

Theorem A would imply that there are relatively prime positive integers í and /

such that (s — l)(t—1) = 4 and such that F has multiplicity s, G has multiplicity /.

(In general, these multiplicities are sk and tk, but now k = 1.) The meromorphic

extensions of F and G to I would have the same multiplicities. Since X is not

hyperelliptic, this rules out 5=2 (also /=2). The only other solution of the above

equation in positive integers is s=3, t=3, and this pair is not relatively prime.

Thus the answer to Q(R) is again negative.

Example 4. We conclude with a compact Riemann surface X on which a certain

pair of meromorphic functions separates points, another pair has no common rami-

fication point, but no pair has both of these properties.

We take for X the Riemann-surface of the equation

w* = z*-l.

Both z and w are meromorphic functions on X, of multiplicity 4. At the points of X

where z= 1, z", -1, —/, z is locally 4-to-l, but w has a simple zero at each of these

points since the multiplicity of w is only 4. Every other finite value of z is attained at

4 distinct points of X, corresponding to the fourth roots of z4 — 1. The function w/z

attains the values 1, i, — 1, —i only at the common poles of z and w. These 4 poles
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are therefore distinct, hence they have order 1. It follows now that z and w have no

common ramification point on X.

Put u=(z— I)/w. This meromorphic function on X separates the poles of z

(which were not separated by w). If px±p2 and z(px) = z(p2) = a=£cx,, then a^l

since z attains the value 1 at a unique p0 e X; hence w(px) and w(p2) are distinct

fourth roots of a4 — 1, so that u(px) ^ u(p2). Thus z and u separate points on X.

At the unique point p0 where z(p0) = 1, the zeros of z— 1 and w have orders 4

and 1, so u has a zero of order 3 atp0. This shows that/?0 is a common ramification

point of z and u, and since u has no other zero on X, it also shows that u has

multiplicity 3. Since z has multiplicity 4 and total ramification 12, the ramification

formula implies that X has genus 3. As in Example 2 we now conclude from the

existence of u that X is not hyperelliptic (see also [7, pp. 294-5]). If F and G were a

pair with both of the properties under discussion, their multiplicities would have to

satisfy («i—1)(« —1) = 3, by §111, and this is impossible since multiplicity 2 is ruled

out.
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